
Agenda for Special Meeting regarding Decking Project, Off-Season Pool Rental, and 
Heater Purchase: Wednesday, June 28, 2023, 7:15PM @ Pines Presbyterian 

Decking Project: 
● Review all final proposals/bids on the deck project (remove current overlay & refinish

with Spray Deck OR replace deck entirely and apply Spray Deck).
● Vote on moving forward with the decking project.
● If voting to move forward, approve a proposal/bid and begin work once the 2023 season

is over.

Dad’s Club Off-Season Pool Rental: 
● Review final proposal from the Dad’s Club regarding off-season pool rental for 3 years.
● Dan Zoch, Fletcher Dunson, or Kyle Hill to provide their recommendation for rental

agreement following their discussions with Dad’s Club
● Vote to move forward to enter into a rental agreement with Dad's Club for off-season

pool rental for 3 years.
● If voting to move forward, approve a rental structure agreement.

Heater Purchase: 
● Review heater proposals and determine if feasible.
● Capital lmprovement Committee (“CIC”) to provide their recommendation for a heater.
● Vote on moving forward with purchasing a heater.
● If voting to move forward, approve a heater option.

Meeting called to order 7:29PM, 6/28/2023, had to change locations due to Pines 
Presbyterian being locked; Eisterhold put up signs at Pines Presbyterian on exterior doors 
indicating a change of venue to the reserved room at La Madeline in Town & Country 
Shopping Center. 

Attendees: Katie Eisterhold, Andy Bonnin, Alex Rosca, Ladd Williams, Dan Zoch, Cezar Andrei, 
Fletcher Dunson, Michael Ferrier (conference called in), Nete Sundt, Karen Davidson, Jim 
Davidson 

Decking Project: 

● Review all final proposals/bids on the deck project (remove current overlay and refinish
with Spray Deck OR replace deck entirely and apply Spray Deck)

○ Dan Zoch (speaking for Capital Improvement Committee or “CIC”)
■ He, Fletcher Dunson, and Kyle Hill (the CIC) were tasked with finding a

solution to repair the pool knowing they had to wisely use some of the
reserves ($270,000 available).

■ First up the board immediately handled and fixed electrical issues and
replaced the fence around the pool and tended to some issues in the
restrooms.



■ Then moved focusing on the pool deck where there is delamination, deck
issues, and drainage issues.The CIC got 5 bids. All 5 bids the CIC received
recommended grinding off the top overlay and replacing it with cool deck.
The CIC vetted and narrowed down to three bids (Progressive, Allied, and
Platinum) and their recommendation is to go with Progressive Aquatics
based on seeing Dad’s Club. They’ll charge $130,000 for their work.
Progressive Aquatics won’t have change order fees that get passed along
with unintended consequences. Work should take 2-3 weeks. The other
two companies did not measure up in comparison to the bid from
Progressive: Allied gave the CIC concerns because they were doing a
residential fix for a commercial project and Platinum couldn’t give a set
timeline and got mixed reviews from other pools who had used them to do
work.

■ Bonnin wants to discuss the 2 year warranty. CIC advises this is the gold
standard. Bonnin wanted to know if Sweetwater was approached. They
were and their bid was $260,000 which was far more than other bids they
received.

■ Andrei wants to know if the Progressive cost will go more than $130,000.
CIC feels like Progressive is a cleaner bid with less unrealized situations
and all is resolved.

○ Alex Rosca met with Sweetwater regarding a leak in the pool back in February.
The leak has not yet been fully resolved but partially repaired. Sweetwater advised
Alex to grind down the current overlay and redo it (low risk and cheaper) or to do
a complete overhaul (taking out the old concrete, putting in new rebar, etc.) which
he was warned that can be more expensive than bid because electric can be cut
and more costly to be replaced. Sweetwater recommended grinding down the top
layer and then to take a look and decide what we need to do then. In order to find
the best solution, Sweetwater. When fixing the slide, we realized that there is no
rebar under the pool which explains cracks.  Blue Ocean Concrete provided two
bids: 1 for the lesser of the two scopes of work (resurface) for about $57k and 2nd
for the larger scope of work (complete overhaul) for just under $100k. Sweetwater
can project manage for 10% and 15% respectively on Blue Ocean Concrete’s
work. Alex’s recommendation is to go with the $56,000 proposal to Blue Ocean
Concrete and have Sweetwater manage the project for $5,600.

■ Ladd Williams asked if there was confirmation that Sweetwater would
assume all recourse. Alex Rosca said that Sweetwater had said they
would, but there was some general skepticism as to whether that would
actually be the case if Blue Ocean didn’t perform all of the work or did not
perform the job satisfactorily.

○ PUBLIC QUESTIONS/COMMENTS:
■ Nete Sundt wanted to know the lifespan of the electric lines and the

concrete work
● Dan says Progressive says if we re-color the deck every 3-5 years

for $12-$15k that we should get 15 years out of this.



● Dan advises that electrical be hard to chase.
■ Karen Davidson wanted to know if the BBB was checked on these

companies.
● CIC did not check on theirs but trusts the Dad’s Club

recommendation.
● Alex trusts Progressive Aquatics but wants to use the cheaper

option. Alex trusts Nat with Sweetwater’s recommendation to use
Blue Ocean.

● Rosca makes a motion to use Sweetwater to oversee the Blue Ocean Concrete proposal
$56,000 so long as they meet all of the requirements: warranty, etc. Cezar seconds. No
additional votes to use Blue Ocean Concrete with Sweetwater overseeing the Blue Ocean
Concrete proposal.

● Dan Zoch makes a motion to proceed with the CIC recommendation to use Progressive
Aquatics, Fletcher seconded. Williams, Bonnin, Eisterhold, and Ferrier vote yes.

Dad’s Club Off-Season Pool Rental: 

● Documentation at the bottom of the minutes shows initial conversation and follow-up
emails with Dad’s Club to proposed terms for rental the Fonn Villas pool in the off-season,
which would provide additional income for the FVCA, which is a bonus since FVCA does
not bring in much from annual HOA dues.

● Williams proposes that we set up any and all agreements with the Dad’s Club as follows
(and on attached sheet at the end of meeting minutes):

○ FVCA will recover the initial investment of a heater that is required to provide the
proposed services to the Dad’s Club over the Guarantee Period of the initial
contract term.

○ FVCA should not incur any Additional Costs as a result of the proposed transaction
○ In the event The Dad’s Club wants to retain their ability to terminate the contract

prior to the expiration of the Guarantee Period, then The Dad’s Club must agree
to reimburse the Unamortized Balance of the Initial Investment, as well as any
expenses accrued and/or incurred up until the effective date of such cancellation,
with all amounts being due within 30 days of the effective date of the termination.

○ Put cost of a required heater and ongoing maintenance and heating costs onto
Dad’s Club for rental

○ In the event both parties agree, the contract may be extended after the expiration
of the initial contract term.

● Additional comments made from Rosca, Dunson, Bonnin and Zoch that the following
should be included with any off-season renter of the Fonn Villas Pool:

○ Put Sweetwater costs onto whoever is renting from us

○ Put any increased insurance costs onto whoever is renting from us
○ Have to recover costs of heater in a non-cancelable 2-year term ($50,000 heater

would be $25,000/year)



○ Bonnin proposes that Zoch is the primary contact with Dad’s Club, all
communications being brought back to the board; all agree.

○ Dunson makes the point that the work here is almost done, we just need to find
the final heater

● Zoch makes a motion for him to move forward with him and Bonnin getting a contract from
Dad’s Club that meets all the terms set forth by Williams that will be presented to the board
for approval at a later meeting; Williams seconds, all in favor.

Heater Purchase: 

● Briefly discussed heater specs as per the sheet at the end of the minutes, but additional
heater information will be needed to review at a future meeting in conjunction with further
review of a contact from the Dad’s Club that meets the terms as set forth by Williams; will
be tabled for further discussion and vote until July board meeting.

Meeting adjourned at 8:54PM 



CIC re-deck 
recommendations and bids



















ESTIMATE FOR: Alexander Rosca DATE:

Fonn Villas Swimm Club (4) 6/19/2023

QUANTITY DESCRIPTION AMOUNT

7,592 SF Break 4" Concrete And Hauled Off $18,980.00

7,592 SF Pour 4" Brushed Concrete $48,570.00

7,592 SF Spray Deck $18,980.00

213 LF 4" Channel Drain $6,390.00

65 6"x 6" Depth Markers $975.00

18 6"x 12" Depth Markers $450.00

12 Handrail Anchors Installation $240.00

4 Lds Bank Sand $1,800.00

2.5 Polivoids $250.00

TOTAL $96,635.00

BLUE OCEAN CONCRETE - 18018 PLEASANTWOOD DR. SPRING, TX 77379
Tel: (832) 202-7850     Fax: (832) 761-1574     E-Mail: blueoceanconcrete@yahoo.com

Blue Ocean Concrete bid for full 
concrete removal and replacement



Concrete Deck Remove and Replace with New Brushed Concrete 
Work to be performed and invoiced directly by Blue Ocean Concrete 
Demo deck and take away 7,592 sq. ft. ........................................................................................ ...$18,980.00 
Pour 4” Brushed Concrete 7,592 sq. ft. ........................................................................................ ...$48,570.00 
Spray Deck 7,592 sq. ft.  ............................................................................................................... ...$18,980.00 
Install 4” Channel Drains 213 lin. ft.  ............................................................................................. ...$  6,390.00 
Install 6”x6” (65) deck markers to code  ........................................................................................ ...$   975.00 
Install 6”x12” (18) deck no diving markers to code ....................................................................... ...$   450.00 
Install Handrail Anchors (12) ......................................................................................................... ...$   240.00 
Bank Sand (4 loads) ...................................................................................................................... ...$  1,800.00 
Polivoids (2.5)................................................................................................................................ ...$  250.00 

   Total for concrete only $96,635.00 

Other Items to Consider 
Work to be performed by Sweetwater Pools Inc. 
General Contractor/Consulting Fee  ............................................................................................. ..$14,495.00 
Remove lifeguard stands .............................................................................................................. ……$600.00 

During demo the jigs will be damaged.  Cost does not include new jigs for LG stands. 
Remove 2 SR Smith diving boards ............................................................................................... ……$300.00 

Includes labor to disassemble and store on site. 
Repair or replace skimmers if needed 8 total………………………………………………………$1,150.00 each 

Recommend budgeting to replace 8.  Skimmer housings are plastic and while demoing. 
the deck it is likely a majority will be damaged.  Budget $9,200.00 

Repair or replace plumbing if needed ........................................................................................... ...$ Unknown 
Most pool plumbing is buried approximately 2 ft below the deck.  At this depth it is rare 
for plumbing to be damaged during demo.  If FV plumbing is shallow and damaged 
during demo, it must be replaced.  Budget $10,000.00 worst case. 

Repair or replace light conduit if needed ...................................................................................... ….$6,000.00 
Light conduit is typically very shallow, just under the pool deck.  Conduit will be damaged. 
during demo and must be replaced from the light niche at the back of pool wall to the 
electrical junction box.  This is an estimated cost.  The actual cost will depend on distance. 
from niches to j-boxes. 

Install new lights if needed ............................................................................................................ $605.00 each 
Before the deck is demoed, we will pull all current light fixtures out to protect them.  Some 
can be reused but some must be replaced.  The cord for each light fixture is custom cut. 
to length.  There is no way to exactly duplicate the current path of conduit so the cord  
length for some fixtures will be too short.  This is a good time to consider a light upgrade. 
LED fixtures are $1,055.00 each.  Low voltage LED will be required by the health dept. 
soon.  12V LED fixtures are $1,115.00 and require a transformer for $300.00. 

Install new 360 bond wire around 2 pools  .................................................................................... ….$2,000.00 
Estimate based on current cost.  Required by NEC. 

Install 2 new SR Smith diving board anchors ............................................................................... ….$1,200.00 
Includes new stainless-steel concrete anchors. 

Reset lifeguard stands .................................................................................................................. ……$600.00 
Does not include cost of new jigs. 

Leak Detection for 3 pools ............................................................................................................ ….$4,000.00 
This could be done twice, but must be done at least once after the soil is compacted and 
rebar installed.  It’s important to make sure there are no leaks on plumbing before the 
new deck is poured. 

Drain and Clean 3 pools ................................................................................................................ ….$4,800.00 
The total project should take 10-12 weeks, weather permitting.  The pools will stay full of 
water but will not be circulating or filtering Debris will fall in the pool and algae growth is likely. 
The plaster will be stained but we can clean up with pressure washing and acid washing. 

Projected total of other items including consulting fee, 8 skimmers, 3 lights (incandescent), and $2,000 for misc. 
plumbing is $48,010.00. 

Sweetwater Bid to be GC on Blue Water 
Concrete full concrete removal and 
replacement



ESTIMATE FOR: Alexander Rosca DATE:

Fonn Villas Swimm Club (2) 3/29/2023

QUANTITY DESCRIPTION AMOUNT

8,095 SF Sanding Stain And Sealer $8,095.00

8,095 SF Base Coat $4,047.50

8,095 SF Hand Tape Pattern Spray Deck $20,237.50

20 Leveling Bags $1,500.00

531 LF Spray Deck On Coping $3,717.00

250 LF Replace 4" Channel Drain $10,000.00

478 LF Deck-O-Seal $1,434.00

1,824 LF 1" Mastic Joints $7,296.00

55 LF 2- 1/2" Mastic Joints $330.00

TOTAL $56,657.00

BLUE OCEAN CONCRETE - 18018 PLEASANTWOOD DR. SPRING, TX 77379
Tel: (832) 202-7850     Fax: (832) 761-1574     E-Mail: blueoceanconcrete@yahoo.com

Blue Ocean Concrete bid to refinish pool deck



Deck Overlay  
Work to be performed and invoiced directly by Blue Ocean Concrete 
Sanding Stain and Sealer 7,592 sq. ft. ......................................................................................... ...$  7,592.00 
Base Coat 8,095 sq. ft. .................................................................................................................. ...$  4,047.50 
Hand Tape Pattern Spray Deck 8,095 sq. ft.  ............................................................................... ...$20,237.50 
Leveling Bags. (20)  ...................................................................................................................... ...$  1,500.00 
Spray Deck on Coping 531 lin. ft................................................................................................... ...$  3,717.00 
Replace 4” Channel Drains 250 lin.ft.  .......................................................................................... ...$10,000.00 
Deck-O-Seal 478 lin. ft.  ................................................................................................................ ...$  1,434.00 
1” Mastic Joints 1,824 lin..ft. .......................................................................................................... ...$  7,296.00 
2-1/2” Mastic Joints 55 lin. ft ......................................................................................................... ...$   330.00 

   Total for Deck Overlay $56,154.00 

Work to be performed by Sweetwater Pools Inc. 
General Contractor/Consulting Fee  ............................................................................................. ..$   5,615.40 

Sweetwater Bid to be GC on Blue 
Water Concrete refinishing quote



 <linda.kutac@dadsclubaquatics.com>
to Dan, Rey, bcc: Justin
Linda Kutac

Hi Dan, 
As we have been discussing, Dads Club is looking for additional swimming lanes to manage their current swim team waitlist.
Fonn Villas Swim Club is in a location that is close to Dads Club with adequate parking and other safety features we require. 

We are interested in working out a rental agreement for the following:

October 1 - March 1
4-6:30pm Monday through Friday.

Five (5) 25yd Lanes
Pool temperature 80-82F. 

$16 per lane hour
$4000 per month OR $20,000 per five month term

Rental fees are based on a contracted per lane hour fee. Fonn Villas would calculate their rental fees considering the facility costs associated with the rental.
Dads Club is able to rent it's pool space to several local high schools and other non-profit swim teams. We have current HS contracts at $12.50 per lane per hour.

Dads Club will add Fonn Villas as a Certificate Holder on our liability insurance and provide the COI to the club.

Dads Club is looking for a pure rental agreement at this point with a per lane per hour fee. Alternatively, Dads Club would be willing to consider purchasing a pool heater for the Fonn Villas Club
return.

Dads Club is interested in opening the satellite at Fonn Villas with two swimming training groups. 
Full disclosure of our estimated revenue with the agreement starting year one: 

Revenue=$11,190
Group A     30 swimmers     $159/mo/athlete    $4770
Group B     30 swimmers     $214/mo/athlete     $6420

Expenditures=$10,000+
Two (2) LG Certified Coaches    (-$6000)
Pool Rental                             (-$4000)
PLUS
+Employment taxes/Employee benefits---$TBD
+Coaches mileage expense at $0.55/mi daily---$TBD
+Workmans Comp Insurance---+$TBD
+Uniforms (athletes)--+$TBD
+Remote Site Insurance--+$TBD

We are certain there are other ways we can work together ie. clinics, coaches certifications, etc. and would love to brain storm additional revenue generating ideas your organzation could use w

You are curious about the heating costs. There are several variable factors so no one can give you an accurate calculation of your gas cost on the heater--but at your request we gave it a try w

Variable factors involved in heating:

We grabbed a marginal contract gas rate last year--you might do better.
We keep our pools at various temperatures including 177,375 gallons at 90F degrees! That is 10 degrees warmer than we would need for swim team--a lot more heat.
Winters can be cold or mild.
We do not use tarp covers (but you should think about it)
We have a couple very active water heaters in several shower areas--nearly 500 bathers a day get warm showers.

Our pools are 415,125 gal | 315,000 gal | 177,375 gal. or a total of 897,495 gal of heated water. 
Fonn Villas has 104,000 gal<?>

Last year actual cost Cost to heat Estimated cost to heat

to heat 897k gal water Per gallon H2O 104k gal.

October $1,627.52 0.002 $208.00

November $5,506.86 0.006 $624.00

December $10,398.76 0.011 $1,144.00

January $12,644.94 0.014 $1,456.00

February $10,972.00 0.012 $1,248.00

Our experience is there is not an increase in chemical/chlorine use in a heated pool. For example a quick observation to support this: our current chemical contract is for 1500 gal of liquid chlor
with heaters on. We have the same number of swimmers, members and program participants all year round without seasonal fluctuations.

Dad's Club Initial Conversation regarding off-season rental



This would be the first satellite location for the Dads Club Swim Team in it's 75 year history. We are excited to present this information to you as a starting point for our discussions with compl
outstanding relationship. 

Thank you for your consideration.
Linda

Linda Kutac
Executive Director

Dad's Club Aquatic Center
1006 Voss Road
Houston, Texas 77055
(713)461-8577
dadsclubaquatics.com

http://dadsclubaquatics.com/


Dads Club Pool Rental External Inbox

 <linda.kutac@dadsclubaquatics.com>
to Dan, Kyle, Rey
Linda Kutac

Hi Dan and Kyle,
It was great speaking with you last evening.
I caught Rey up to speed and am copying him. We met this morning.

We re-visited the original proposal and are able to make the following adjustments:

We would increase the number of months we rent space allowing us some parking relief for our spring clinics and additional off season revenue for you. We added a seasonal energ
year revenue outlook and would be willing to have a three year contract that allows either party to stop with a minimum notice prior to the next season (90 days/three months prior to

October 1 - April 30, 2024
4-6:30pm Monday through Friday.

Five (5) 25yd Lanes
Pool temperature 80-82F. 

$16 per lane hour (250 lane hours)
$500 fall and winter energy surcharge
$4500 per month OR $31,500 per seven month term

Year two (2) agreement at these rates
September 1-April 30, 2025
$16.00 per lane hour
$500 fall and winter energy surcharge
$4500 per month OR $36,000 per eight months term

Year three (3) agreement at these rates
September 1-April 30, 2026
$16.00 per lane hour
$500 fall and winter energy surcharge
$4500 per month OR $36,000 per eight months term

Total payments for rent/energy in three years=$103,500

Here is the contact information for your gas and power contracts. Nash is very knowledgeable.

Nash Randolph | Vice President
Simplified Gas – A Division of Simplified Power
nash@simplifiedpower.com
(832) 942-0358 – Cell
https://simplifiedgas.com/

Our 33y pool has a four year old Lochinvar heater that was installed by Progressive with 1,700,000 BTUs

Looking forward to your comments. Call any time 713-504-8826. 
Thanks, Linda

Linda Kutac
Executive Director

Linda Kutac
Executive Director

Dad's Club Aquatic Center
1006 Voss Road
Houston, Texas 77055
(713)461-8577
dadsclubaquatics.com

Dad's Club follow-up conversation regarding off-season rental

mailto:nash@simplifiedpower.com
https://simplifiedgas.com/
http://dadsclubaquatics.com/


Williams proposal for Dad’s Club to rent Fonn Villas Pool in the off-season 

 

Dads Club Voting Agenda 

For this transaction to take place, the board asks that the contract be structured in such a way as to 
ensure the following: 

1. FVCA will recover the Initial Investment that is required to provide the proposed services to the 
Dad’s Club over the Guarantee Period of the initial contract term. 

a. Initial Investment = all capital expenditures, including the purchase and installation of 
the appropriate heater, permit fees, and any other similar expenses. 

b. Guarantee Period = portion of the initial contract term where The Dad’s Club may not 
cancel or otherwise opt out of the contract until such time that FVCA has recouped their 
entire Initial Investment.   

i. Preference is to recover over the first 2 winter seasons, but open to 3 seasons in 
the event The Dad’s Club wishes to keep payments lower. 

1. Winter Season 2023 = Oct 1-April 30th = 7 months 
2. Winter Season 2024 = Sept 1 – April 30th = 8 months 
3. Winter Season 2025 = Sept 1 – April 30th = 8 months 

ii. Would also be acceptable to agree that neither party has the ability to opt out 
or cancel the contract prior to the expiration of Guarantee Term, or even the 
full term of the initial contract if The Dad’s Club wants some security as well. 

iii. In any case, the number of months in the Guarantee Period will be the amount 
of winter months that the Initial Investment will be amortized over 

1. e.g., 2 winter seasons = 15 month amortization of investment, see 1b 
above 

2. FVCA should not incur any Additional Costs as a result of the proposed transaction 
a. Additional Costs = increase in gas utility bill, realized or expected maintenance costs 

associated with the heater, increase in insurance premium, etc. 
i. All gas utility costs are to be passed through and reimbursed by The Dad’s Club 

ii. Maintenance costs are to be either: 
1. Passed through to The Dad’s Club as they are billed by Sweetwater 
2. Or, calculated using a reasonable estimate of expected yearly heater 

maintenance provided to FVCA by Sweetwater 
iii. Any expected increase in FVCA insurance premiums should be estimated and 

included in Additional Costs 
iv. An allocation of any additional overhead costs, if any 

1. Cleaning, pool maintenance, etc 
3. In the event The Dad’s Club wants to retain their ability to terminate the contract prior to the 

expiration of the Guarantee Period, then The Dad’s Club must agree to reimburse the 
Unamortized Balance of the Initial Investment, as well as any expenses accrued and/or incurred 
up until the effective date of such cancellation, with all amounts being due within 30 days of the 
effective date of the termination. 

a. Unamortized Balance of Initial Investment = as calculated under 1b above 
4. In the event both parties agree, the contract may be extended after the expiration of the initial 

contract term. 



CIC Lap Pool Heater bids and recommendation











START WITH A
SOLID FOUNDATION

HIGH EFFICIENCY
COMMERCIAL POOL HEATERS



Copper-finned tube, non-condensing appliances are the foundation of Lochinvar’s success.  In 1993, Lochinvar introduced the Copper-Fin², 
the first horizontal chassis, copper-finned tube pool heater to operate with fan-assisted combustion.  Now, the Copper-Fin² is even better.  
Along with high thermal efficiency, gasketless heat exchangers and multiple venting options we have added Lochinvar’s exclusive SMART 
SYSTEM™ control.

Eight models from 500,000 to 2,070,000 Btu/hr input provide you with exceptional products with a long list of new features in addition 
to the established features that redefined the industry.  The Copper-Fin² was the first proportional fired, fan assisted pool heater on the 
market. Every model features a small footprint for easy passage through a 36” door, low NOx – third party tested to less than 20 PPM, 
Stack Frames that can put twice the Btu/hr input in the same space and vent diameters up to 8” smaller than conventional atmospheric 
pool heaters.

THERMAL EFFICIENCY
Copper-Fin² pool heaters offer a remarkably high thermal efficiency, dramatically reducing the operating cost of 
the equipment. Copper-Fin² achieves this efficiency through the combination of an advanced fan assisted combustion system 
and a gasketless heat exchanger.  The heat energy from the combustion process is transferred to the water as it passes through the copper 
finned tube heat exchanger. The sealed combustion design of the Copper-Fin² eliminates external heat losses, this means the energy dollars 
heat the water, not the mechanical room. 

GASKETLESS HEAT EXCHANGER 
In 1989, Lochinvar was the first manufacturer to offer gasketless copper-finned tube heat exchangers.  Our unique gasketless design 

enhances reliability by eliminating o-rings and gaskets found on other brands.  The heat exchanger features glass lined 
headers and copper-finned tubes with extruded integral fins spaced 7 fins per inch for exceptional heat transfer.  The heat 

exchanger is built to ASME construction standards for 160 psi working pressure and is backed by a five year warranty.  

SPACE SAVING, SERVICE FRIENDLY DESIGN 
Our enhanced Copper-Fin² models offer the same reliable operation in a new service friendly design.  

The gas inlet, internal controls and Building Management connections have been repositioned to 
the front of the appliance for easier service and simpler installation.  The built-in air filter 

reduces maintenance and improves performance with a field convertible option to install 
the air intake on the rear or the right side of the pool heater.  In addition, Lochinvar 

was the first manufacturer to offer factory welded Stack Frames that allow you to 
put two pool heaters in the space for one.

THE FOUNDATION OF LOCHINVAR BECOMES STRONGER

The Copper-Fin² offers eight venting options to meet the most challenging 
installation requirements.  The Copper-Fin² can vent vertically in Category I with 
double wall “B” vent or horizontally in Category IV with AL29-4C stainless steel vent 
material.  Vent termination can be Rooftop or Sidewall with combustion air drawn 
naturally from the equipment room or via dedicated air intake piping.  And if floor 
space is limited, the Copper-Fin² pool heater can be installed outdoors with an 
optional Outdoor Vent Cap.

MULTIPLE VENTING OPTIONS DirectAire Vent Sidewall 



HIGH EFFICIENCY COMMERCIAL POOL HEATERS

• 2-Line, 16 Character LCD display of Setup, System Status  
 and Diagnostic Data in Words, not codes
• Built-in Cascade sequencer controlling up to 8 Pool Heaters
• Modbus protocol - optional

REFINED DESIGN PUTS MORE CONTROL 
AND INFORMATION AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

THE FOUNDATION OF LOCHINVAR BECOMES STRONGER

Outdoor Powered SidewallConventional Power DirectAire HorizontalDirectAire Vertical  
w-Sidewall Inlet

ADVANCED FEATURES INCLUDE:

DirectAire Vertical

The most exciting addition to the Copper-Fin² is the SMART SYSTEM™ 
control.  The SMART SYSTEM is an advanced, state of the art 
integrated operating control.  We introduced the SMART SYSTEM 
control in 2005 and it has delivered proven operation in thousands 
of demanding commercial applications.  The control provides the 
installer, owners and operators with precise temperature control and 
diagnostic information.

All Copper-Fin² pool heaters are equipped 
with an automatic pumped bypass ensuring 
proper flow and return water temperatures to 
the heat exchanger resulting in longer life and 
trouble free operation. 

The automatic pumped bypass is 
provided as standard equipment in 
a horizontal configuration.  A 
vertical configuration* is also 
available offering the flexibility to 
meet mechanical room space 
requirements or piping constraints.

* Horizontal shown

AUTOMATIC PUMPED BYPASS PROPORTIONAL FIRING 
Proportional firing divides a single manifold of multiple 
burners into smaller, independent stages.

With up to four stages of individual operation, the Smart 
System control can reduce the firing rate down to 
approximately 25% Btu/hr input.  This simple but effective 
design matches the pool heater’s firing capacity to the heat 
loss of the pool or spa.  Full fire or On/Off combustion 
systems often fire the entire gas train in short, inefficient 
bursts.  Stage firing delivers the Btu’s required in smoother 
and longer burn cycles which will improve operation and 
reduce component fatigue.  



Lochinvar, LLC 
300 Maddox Simpson Parkway
Lebanon, Tennessee 37090
P: 615.889.8900 / F: 615.547.1000

Lochinvar.com

COMMERCIAL GAS POOL HEATER DIMENSIONS & SPECIFICATIONS

 Model Input             Vent Air Gas Ship
Number Btu/Hr A   B C D E F   G  H J K L   M Size Inlet Conn Wt.
CPN502 500,000 31-1/2" 45-1/2" 22-1/4" 38" 20-1/4" 26-1/2" 29" 9-3/4" 7" 12-3/4" 41-1/4" 9" 6" 6" 1-1/4" 605
CPN652 650,000 31-1/2" 56-3/4" 22-1/4" 38" 20-1/4" 26-1/2" 29" 9-3/4" 8-1/2" 12-3/4" 41-1/4" 9" 8" 8" 1-1/4" 677
CPN752 750,000 31-1/2" 64" 22-1/4" 38" 20-1/4" 26-1/2" 29" 9-3/4" 8-1/2" 12-3/4" 41-1/4" 9" 8" 8" 1-1/4" 713
CPN0992 990,000 36" 48-1/4" 33-1/2" 48-1/4" 26-3/4" 30-1/4" 33-1/4" 13-1/4" 8-1/2" 18-1/4 " 52" 13" 10" 10" 2" 864
CPN1262 1,260,000 36" 58-1/2" 33-1/2" 48-1/4" 26-3/4" 30-1/4" 33-1/4" 13-1/4" 10-1/2" 18-1/4 " 52" 13" 12" 12" 2" 954
CPN1442 1,440,000 36" 68-3/4" 33-1/2" 48-1/4" 26-3/4" 30-1/4" 33-1/4" 13-1/4" 10-1/2" 18-1/4 " 52" 13" 12" 12" 2" 1,042
CPN1802* 1,800,000 36" 82-1/4" 33-1/2" 48-1/4" 26-3/4" 30-1/4" 33-1/4" 13-1/4" 11" 18-1/4 " 52" 13" 14" 12" 2" 1,233
CPN2072* 2,070,000 36" 92-1/2" 33-1/2" 48-1/4" 26-3/4" 30-1/4" 33-1/4" 13-1/4" 11" 18-1/4 " 52" 13" 14" 12" 2" 1,200
Notes: Change ‘N’ to ‘L’ for LP gas models.     No deration on LP models. 
Water connections for models CP 0502-0752 are 2” flanged. Water connections for models CP 0992-2072 are 2-1/2” flanged   
Performance data is based on manufacturer test results. *Cupro-Nickel Heat Exchanger is standard on these models. 
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This heater is 500,000 Btu/hr natural gas  
Copper‑Fin 2 Pool Heater. It has M9 firing controls.

STANDARD FEATURES
> 85% Thermal Efficiency
> Proportional Firing up to 4:1 Turndown
  Hot Surface Ignition
  Low NOx Operation
  Sealed Combustion
  Low Gas Pressure Operation
> Vertical & Horizontal Venting 
  Category I Venting 
   Double Wall “B” Vent Material
  Category IV Venting
   AL29-4C Stainless Steel Vent Material
> ASME Copper Finned Tube Heat Exchanger
 ASME Certified, “H” Stamped
 Gasketless design
 160 psi working pressure
  On/Off Switch
  Adjustable High Limit w/ Manual Reset
  Combustible Floor Rated (0992-2072)
  Temperature & Pressure Gauge
 High & Low Gas Pressure Switches w/ Manual Reset
 Flow Switch
  All Bronze Pump
  Low Air Pressure Switch
  Inlet & Outlet Temperature Sensors
  Easy Access Terminal Strips
  Downstream Test Cocks
 150 psi ASME Temperature & Pressure Relief Valve
 1 Year Warranty on Parts (See Warranty for Details) 
 5 Year Limited Warranty on Heat Exchanger
  (See Warranty for Details)

SMART SYSTEM™ FEATURES
> SMART SYSTEM™ Operating Control
  2 Line/16 Character LCD Display
 Built in Cascading Sequencer for up to 8 heaters
  Password Security  
  Low Water Flow Control & Indication
  Inlet & Outlet Temperature Readout
  Freeze Protection   
  Service Reminder 
  Time Clock 
> Data Logging
 Hours Running
 Ignition Attempts
 Last 10 Lockouts
> Pump Control 
 Pool Heater Pump
> High Voltage Terminal Strip
 120 VAC / 60 Hertz / 1 Phase Power Supply
 Pump Contacts with Pump Relay
> Low Voltage Terminal Strip
 24 VAC Auxiliary Device Relay Output - Louvers 
 Auxiliary Proving Switch Contacts - Louvers
 Alarm on Any Failure Contacts
 Runtime Contacts
 Contacts on Any Failure
 Contacts for Air Louvers
 Unit Enable/Disable Contacts
 0-10V Rate Contacts
 Pool Sensor Contacts
 Pool Supply Sensor Contacts
 Cascade Contacts

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
Vertical Bypass Loop
Alarm on Any Failure
Cupro-Nickel Heat Exchanger
Low Water Cut Off, Probe Type w/ Manual Reset & Test
Texas Pool Code (Outdoor Flow Switch and T&P Gauge)
Modbus Communications
Combustible Floor Kit (0502-0752)
Stack Frame
Bronze Headers (0992-2072)

FIRING CODES 
M7 Firing Code - California Code
M9 Firing Code - Hot surface ignition with Electronic  
 Supervision

CERTIFICATIONS 
ANSI Z21.56/CSA 4.7 certified 
CSD1 / Factory Mutual / GE Gap compliant
South Coast Air Quality Management District registered
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality

Registered under U.S. Patent # 5,989,020
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